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An old proverb in which a 'bad penny' is a methapor for someone or something unwelcome. Pennies today are viewed as nearly
worthless by many people (although not so many as a year ago), but when the term bad penny first appeared in the 18th century,
pennies were serious money. If someone or something turns up like a bad penny, they appear again when they are not welcome or
wanted. Her husband was able to find her, to turn up again on her doorstep like a bad penny. Like a bad penny, the report has turned
up again. If you turn up like a bad penny every time he leaves the house, hell think youre a bunny boiler, Cosmo Girl, ). (Bunny
boiler, of course, is a reference to the behavior of the character played by Glenn Close in the film Fatal Attraction.). Feb 11, It has
been wisely said: A bad penny always turns up again. Merwin K. Hart turns up again and again. And the Money-Changers of the
Republican Party have knowingly sought to profit from Hart's lobby activities. I had managed to avoid Julie for almost four years,
but, as my grandmother. A Bad Penny Always Turns Up The saying a bad penny always turns up has been turning up in English
since the 15th century, when counterfeit pennies would often surface in circulation. As pennies have lost their luster, the phrase has
lived on; see the line Don, my bad penny, from this season of Mad Men.
May 22, bad penny (plural bad pennies) Used other than with a figurative or idiomatic meaning: see bad,? penny: A counterfeit or
damaged penny. (idiomatic) A person or thing which is unpleasant, disreputable, or otherwise unwanted, especially one which
repeatedly appears at inopportune times. Like A Bad Penny (A Bay Tanner Mystery) - Kindle edition by Kathryn R. Wall.
Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and
highlighting while reading Like A Bad Penny (A Bay Tanner Mystery).Reviews:
US Pharm. ;34(3) Perhaps you've heard the expression that something keeps coming back "like a bad penny"? If you haven't, it
basically means that something distasteful keeps recurring. The expression is purported to be derived from an early 19th-century
novel by the Scottish author Sir Walter. Apr 07, As Bobby and Ann work to get Sue Ellen released, John Ross pushes ahead on his
plans for control of Ewing Global, enlisting the help of one of J.R.'s last business partners. Meanwhile, /10(76). The penny stock
Chris DiIorio invested in that crashed and burned was one of many stocks with similar trajectories traded by the same two giant
companies. But if one was the buyer and the other.
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